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ABSTRACT 
Generalizations of the class of projectors are considered within the classes of 
normal and EP matrices. Some properties are derived, and results on the sum, 
difference, and product of generalized and hypergeneralized projectors are given. 
© Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let C m×n denote the set of m × n complex matrices. The symbols A*, 
A +, A-, JP(A), ~± (A), JY(A), and rk(A) will stand for the conjugate 
transpose, the Moore-Penrose inverse, any generalized inverse (also called 
inner inverse), the range, the orthogonal range, the null space, and the rank, 
respectively, of A ~ C m×n. 
A square matrix A is called an idempotent if A = A 2, and it is called a 
projector if it is a hermitian idempotent, i.e., A = A* and A = A 2. 
For a square matrix A there exists a unique reflexive generalized inverse 
of A which commutes with A if and only if A is of index 1, that is, 
rk(A) = rk(A2); cf. [2, Theorem 1, p. 162]. This generalized inverse is called 
the group inverse of A and denoted by A #. 
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A square matrix A is called EP (or range-hermitian) if ~9~(A) = ~(A*) or 
equivalently A+A = AA +. It is well known that A is EP if and only if 
A + = A #. A square matrix A is called nornud if AA* = A*A. Obviously, any 
normal matrix is also EP. 
A matrix A is called a partial isometry if A* = A ÷. As pointed out by 
Erdelyi [4], the class of normal partial isometries is a straightforward exten- 
sion of the class of unitary matrices, and A is a normal partial isometry if and 
only if A* = A #. 
2. GENERALIZED AND HYPERGENERALIZED PROJECTORS 
It is easy to demonstrate that the class of projectors is the intersection of 
the class of normal partial isometries and the class of idempotents. Moreover, 
the class of idempotents i the intersection of the class of tripotent (A = A 3) 
and the class of quadripotent (A = A 4) matrices. 
Hence, the class of projectors may be generalized by considering normal 
partial isometries which are either tripotent or quadripotent. 
It is easy to show that the class of tripotent normal partial isometries is 
simply the class of hermitian partial isometries. This leads our interest o the 
class of quadripotent normal partial isometries, which may be characterized 
as follows: 
THEOREM 1. Let A ~ C "x" with rk(A) = r. Then the following state- 
ments are equivalent: 
(a) A is a quadripotent normal partial isometry. 
(13) A is a quadripotent normal matrix. 
(c) One has 
A"[0" O]., 
where H is unitary and A ~ C rXr is a diagonal matrix with diagonal 
_ 1 1 l¢ f f i~"  elements in {1, 7 + ½v~-i, 2 
(d) A* = A 2. 
Proof. Trivially (a) implies (b). That (b) implies (c) follows from the 
spectral decomposition of normal matrices and the fact that any_ quadripotent 
matrix has only eigenvalues in {0, 1 , -  ½ + 11/-ffi, ~ Ivrffi}. We con- 
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clude that (c) implies (d) by observing that A2= A,. If (d) holds, then 
AA* = A*A. Hence AA*A = AAA* = A'A* = A, i.e. A* = A t and A = A 4, 
showing that A is a quadripotent ormal partial isometry. • 
In the following, a square matrix A satisfying A*= A 2 is called a 
generalized projector. 
REMARK. A (= C n×n is a projector if and only if A = G*G for some 
generalized projector G. 
Note that if A ~ C n×n is a generalized projector, then we have 
A = A 3k+l, k E [~, 
and 
A* =A 2=A t =A d =A +=A 3k+2, k ~ N, 
where A 't stands for the Drazin inverse of a matrix; cf. [2, p. 169]. Moreover, 
any generalized projector belongs to the class of star-dagger matrices (i.e., 
A 'A+= A+A*). 
As a further generalization f the class of generalized projectors one may 
consider the class of quadripotent matrices which are EP: 
THEOREM 2. Let A ~ C n×n with rk(A) = r. Then the following state- 
ments are equivalent: 
(a) A is a quadripotent EP matrix. 
(b) One has 
A.[ 0 001 
where H is unitary and T ~ C r×r is an upper triangular matrix with 
diagonal elements in {1, -  I + ~fffi, 7 1~/3i}. 
(c) A = (A+) 2. 
(d) A += A 2. 
Proof. Let (a) be satisfied. From Corollary 6.2 in [6], A is unitarily 
equivalent to a matrix 
001 
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for a special nonsingular matrix K ~ C r×r whose eigenvalues are necessarily 
the nontrivial eigenvalues of A. By applying Schur's unitary triangularization 
theorem (cf. [9, Theorem 2.3.1]) we easily obtain unitary equivalence to a 
matrix 
01 
where T ~ C r×r is upper triangular and has the same eigenvalues as K. This 
gives (b). Since T is a nonsingular quadripotent matrix, it satisfies T 3 = I r ,  
or, equivalently, T 2 = T -1. Hence (T- l )  2 = T 4 = T, and (b) implies (c) in 
view of 
A+=HI ' 00]"" 
Multiplying (c) from the left and from the right with A ÷ shows AA += A÷A. 
Hence, multiplying (c) either from the left of from the right with A gives (d). 
When (d) is satisfied, then AA += A 3 = A÷A, i.e., A is EP and quadripotent. 
We will call any matrix A satisfying A ÷ = A 2 a hypergeneralized projector. 
Since A 2 = A* implies A 2 = A ÷ from Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we 
immediately observe that the class of generalized projectors is the intersec- 
tion of the class of hypergeneralized projectors and the class of partial 
isometries: 
COROLLARY. Let 1~ E C nxn. Then A 2 = A* if and on ly / fA  2 = A + and 
A += A*. 
Consider now the following types of square matrices, which we have 
mentioned above: star-dagger (SD), EP, partial isometry (PI), normal (NM), 
idempotent (I), projector (P), generalized projector (GP), and hypergeneral- 
ized projector (HP). The relationship between these different classes of 
matrices may schematically be represented asshown in Figure 1. 
The reader may confirm this scheme also by taking the results of Hartwig 
and Spindelbfick [6] into account. However, it should be noted that in [6] GP 
has a different meaning, namely, it stands for the class of matrices which have 
a group inverse. 
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3. HYPERGENERALIZED PROJECTORS AND PARTIAL ORDERS 
Consider the star partial order A ,~ B, and the minus partial order A ~, B 
in C n x n, which are defined as follows: 
A~.B  ¢* A*A=A*B andAA* =BA*,  (1) 
A~B ¢~ A IA=AIB  and AA~=BA~ (2) 
for some generalized inverses A~ and A~ of A. The following lemma is 
immediate from [1, statement (1.11)]. 
LEMMA 1. Let A, B E C "×", where A is EP. Then A ~ B if and only if 
AA=AB = BA. 
Observe that when A and B are idempotents, then AA = hl l  = BA if and 
only i fA ~ B; cf. [8, Theorem 5.1]. Also, from Section 3 in [8] we know that 
if a matrix A lies below an idempotent (projector) with respect o the star 
partial order, then A is itself an idempotent (projector). The following 
theorem shows the situation for hypergeneralized projectors. 
THEOnEM 3. Let A, B ~ C "x" be such that B is a hypergeneralized 
projector and A ~ B. Then A is a hypergeneralized projector if and only if A 
is EP. 
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Proof. The "only it '  part is clear. For the "if '  part suppose that A is EP, 
i.e., AA += A+A and A ~ B for a hypergeneralized projector B. Then from 
Lemma 1 we have 
AA = AB = BA, (3) 
implying that AAB = AB z = All + and BAA = BZA = B+A. Multiplying the 
first of, these two equations from the left and the second from the right with 
A+A +, we obtain AA+B =A+B + and BA+A=B+A +. But since A= 
AA+B = BA+A from (3), we arrive at A = A+B += B+A +. Also from (3) 
A += A+AA += A+BA +. Since B = B+B +, this obviously gives A += 
A+BA += A+B+B+A + = AA, showing that A is a hypergeneralized projec- 
tor. • 
It should be noted that when B is a hypergeneralized projector, A ~ B 
does not automatically imply that A is EP. Consider e.g. the non-EP matrix 
A1[O1 
and the hypergeneralized projector 
1[ 1 
B=~ _~-  -1  ' 
which satisfy A ~ B. Note that B is in fact a unitary generalized projector. 
If A ~ C" ×" is a hypergeneralized projector, then it might be interesting 
to consider matrices C ~ C "x" from the class 
~= {C ~C~×~:C ~A;C  ~A+}.  (4) 
It is of special interest o find the unique maximal element in ~', which is 
called the star intersection of A and A + and denoted by A A A+; cf. [12]. 
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THEOREM 4. Let A e C "x"  be a hypergeneralized projector and let 
I .  - A be EP. Then 
1 3 
AAA+= -- ~ A i. 
3i=1 
Proof. Let us observe that when A is a hypergeneralized projector we 
A) = I , -  3A - 3A Aand(A-A  ) = 3(A -A) .  easily obta in ( In -  # 1 + 2 + + # 1 + 
Hence, 
(A  - A+) (A  - A+)  # -- ( I .  - A ) ( I .  - A)  - ( I .  - AA+) ,  
and I ,  - A is EP if and only if A - A + is EP. Applying Theorem 4.9. (ii) in 
[12], we obtain 
AAA +=A[ I , , -  (A -A  +) +(A-A  +)], 
where 
A[ I  n - (A -  A +)  + (A -  A+) ]  = 1~3 Ai 
"ff ~'~ i = i ~ " " 
REMARK. If A is a generalized projector, then I ,  - A is EP. 
i y,3 Ai Note that if A is a hypergeneralized projector, then P = ~,.,~= i~. is an 
idempotent satisfying AP = PA = P, ~(P)  =MF(I. -- A), and .~(P) = 
~'( I .  - A). Moreover, P is hermitian (and hence a projector) if and only if 
I .  - A is EP. 
If I .  - A is EP, then P = I .  - (I n - AXI. - A) +, which is also the 
principal idempotent associated with the eigenvalue 1; cf [10, p. 104]. 
In an unpubhshed paper, Styan and Hartwig [11, Corollary 3] derived the 
fact that for (rectangular) partial isometries the star and the minus partial 
order do coincide. Because this result (recently rediscovered by GroB, Hauke, 
and Markiewicz [5]) is of some importance in the following section, we repeat 
it here. 
LEMMA 2. Let A, B E C "×"  be partial isometries. Then A ~ B if and 
only if A ~ B. 
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Proof. Suppose that A ~ B, i.e. 
A = BB*A = AB*B = AB*A;  (5) 
cf. [1, (1.13)]. Then A*BB*AA*B = A*B and A*BA*B = A'B, showing that 
A*B is a partial isometry and idempotent. But then, from [6, p. 252] (see also 
our scheme in the second section), A*B is a projector. This gives 
A*B = A 'A ,  
since A*A is the projector onto ~(A*A) = ~(A*BB*A) = ~(A*B). 
Now we have A*A = B*A and A = BB*A. Premultiplying the first 
equation by B and applying the second equation gives BA*A = BB*A = A, 
i.e. A* = A*AB*. Premultiplying the latter by A gives 
AA* = AB* = BA*, 
showing that A ~, B implies A ~ B, i.e. A ~, B ~ A -~ B. 
4. SUM, DIFFERENCE, AND PRODUCT OF GENERALIZED 
AND HYPERGENERALIZED PROJECTORS 
By analogy to the question of when a sum of idempotents i  idempotent, 
we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the sum of two generalized 
projectors to be a generalized projector. The result is already known for 
idempotents and projectors. 
THEOREM 5. Let ~ denote any one of the following subclasses of Cn×n: 
idempotents, projectors, generalized projectors. Let A, B ~ ~.  Then A + B 
E 3F if and only if All = BA = 0. 
Proof. The assertion is well known for idempotents and projectors; cf. 
[10]. Let now A and B be generalized projectors. 
Since (A+BXA+B)=A*  +AB+BA+B*,  the sum A+B is a 
generalized projector if and only if AB + BA = 0. Applying A on the left and 
on the right gives A*B + ABA = ABA + BA* = 0, which in turn leads to 
A*B = BA*. Applying now A* on the left and on the right leads to A*BA* = 
AB = BA. This means AB + BA = 0 implies All = BA = 0, which shows 
the assertion. • 
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REMARK. If A and B are hypergeneralized projectors, then AB = BA = 
0 is sufficient for A + B to be a hypergeneralized projector, since AB = BA 
= 0 implies (A + B) += A++ B +. 
In the following theorem we give a necessary and sufficient condition for 
the difference of two generalized projectors to be a generalized projector. 
The result is well known for idempotents and projectors. 
THEOREM 6. Let if/denote any one of the foUowing subclasses of C "× n: 
idempotents, projectors, generalized projectors. Let A, B ~ ~. Then B - A 
oW if and only if A ~ B. 
Proof. For idempotents he assertion is shown in Theorem 5.1 in [8]. 
For projectors the result follows quite easily. Let now A and B be generalized 
projectors. We demonstrate hat B - A is a generalized projector if and only 
if A .~ B, which is equivalent to A ~. B from Lemma 2. We have 
B - A is generalized projector 
¢* (B  - A ) (B  - A )  = B*  - A*  
¢~ B* -AB-BA+A*  =B-A*  
¢~ 2A* = AB + BA. (6) 
From Lemma 1 A .~ B is equivalent to A 2 = A* = All = BA, which implies 
(6). 
Suppose on the other hand that (6) is fulfilled. Then multiplying (6) from 
the right by A* gives 2A = ABA* + BAA*, while multiplying (6) from the 
left by A* gives 2A = A*AB + A*BA. Hence 
ABA*  + BAA*  -- A*AB + .A*BA.  (7) 
Multiplying (7) from the right by A gives 
BA - A*ABA + A*BA*  - ABA*A,  (8) 
while multiplying (7) from the left by A gives 
AB - A*BA*  + ABAA*  - AA*BA.  (9 )  
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Since A*A = AA*, from (8) and (9) we get AB + BA = 2A*BA* = 2A*, 
implying that 
A*BA*  = A* ,  A l IA  = AA*  = A 'A ,  A*BA = A ,  ALIA* = A .  
Then (8) and (9) give All = A* and BA = A*, i.e. A ,~ B (see I_emma 1). • 
REMARK. Note that for projectors and generalized projectors A ~ B can 
be replaced by A -~ B in Theorem 6 (compare Lemma 2), but not so for 
idempotents. 
Since we know that A ~ B implies (B - A) += B +-  A + from Hartwig 
and Styan [7], we get (B - A) ÷= B 2 - A 2 = (B - A) 2 for hypergeneralized 
projectors by applying Lemma 1. Hence we may state 
R~.MARK. If A and B are hypergeneralized projectors, then A ~ B is 
sufficient for B - A to be a hypergeneralized projector. 
The following result is immediate. 
THEOREM 7. Let ~ denote any one of the foUowing subclasses of C ~× n: 
idempotents, projectors, generalized projectors, hypergeneralized projectors. 
Let A,B ~.  Then AB ~e ' / fAB  = BA. 
It is easily seen that All = BA is also necessary for All to be a projector 
when A and B are projectors, but an analogous tatement does not hold for 
idempotents, generalized projectors, and hypergeneralized projectors. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper we have introduced quadripotent matrices which are either 
normal (generalized projectors) or EP (hypergeneralized projectors). It is also 
possible to consider the class of quadripotent matrices in general, or as a 
further generalization the class of matrices atisfying A2 = A 5. It is easily seen 
that A=A 4 if and only i fA  ~=A ~, andA 2=A 5 if and only i fA  ~=A t. 
However, results for these classes are more involved, as is seen from the 
following representation: I  view of Schur's unitary triangularization theorem, 
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any matrix A ~ C "×n is unitarily equivalent to a matrix 
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where U ~ C r×r is nonsingular upper triangular containing the r nontrivial 
eigenvalues ofA on its diagonal, and N is nilpotent upper triangular (contain- 
ing only zeros on its diagonal). 
Then it is easily seen that A ~ = A 5 if and only if U 2 = U 5, i.e. U 3 = I r ,  
and 1~ z = 0. The latter identity follows from the fact that rk(A z) = rk(A 3) is 
equivalent to rk(N z) = rk(N3), which leads to N ~ = 0, since N is nilpotent. 
From this, the class of quadripotent matrices is obtained by setting 
N = 0, the class of hypergeneralized projectors is obtained by setting in 
addition X = 0, and the class of generalized projectors is obtained by setting 
in addition all nondiagonal elements in U equal to zero. Note that this 
procedure also gives the canonical forms of generalized and hypergeneralized 
projectors from Theorems 1 and 2. 
As pointed out by the referee, considering matrices A z = A 5 which are 
not EP is more difficult, especially in connection with partial orders, since the 
block-triangular structure is not inherited downstream without a lot of 
preconditions. 
The authors wish to thank the referee for careful and detailed comments 
and for pointing out the possibility of generalizations as described in the last 
section. 
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